A direct method for surface-structure determination from normal emission photoelectron diffraction (NPD) data is presented. Fourier transforms of the calculated NPD intensities yield peaks at adsorbatesubstrate normal interlayer distances. Applications are demonstrated using theoretical NPD curves for the Se/Ni system calculated by dynamical theory. These results show that interplanar spacings between the overlayer and as many as four substrate layers could be determined with an accuracy of better than 2%.
1.
Following the prediction by Liebsch show that FTNPD is less dependent on phase shifts than is EXAFS, and the reasons for perpendicular distances dominating the transform are discussed.
First we note some similarities between NPD and EXAFS, ·In which both differ from LEED. The intensity-versus-energy (1/E) curve in NPD is similar in appearance to either a LEED I/V curve or an EXAFS absorption curve. However, like the latter, NPD is atom-specific. In fact, both the NPD and EXAFS I/E curves result from (photoelectric) excitation of an atomic core level. Most of the diffractive structure in an NPD (EXAFS)
curve carries information about the distance from the source atom to other planes (dtoms). For both NPD and EXAFS. the diffractive structure 2.
appears as sinusoidal modulation of the photoexcitation curve, and for both cases phase coherence between the scattered wave and the primary unscattered wave is provided by their common origin--the source atom"
A different mechanism exists in LEED, which is not atom-specific and for which coherence must be provided by long-range order over 10 To test this hypothesis we have taken the "experimental 11 approach of computing 1/E NPD curves for the Se(3d) orbital in two known structures:
!3 x /3-R30° Se/Ni("!ll) and p(2x2) Se/Ni(001). These I/E curves were then Fourier transformed to ascertain whether the "input" interplanar spacings would yield features in the transforms. By varying the value of d 1 for each structure we also tested the first derivative relationship of the input and derived distances. As discussed below, the agreement was very good to excellent in a total of six structures, or 21 interplanar distances, and the first derivatives showed excellent agreement.
Before discussing the detailed results. two aspects of our approach The square window function g(k) was chosen to select a data range whose cutoff points fell at nodes in x(k), and the lower limit was generally chosen to be above 100 eV kinetic energy~ where the theory used to calculate the 1/E curve is on firm ground. 3. Of most importance, the derivatives of ZF with respect to z 5 are near unity, and the dominant peaks in ZF arise only from normal interplanar distances. Thus ZF faithfully yields these distances and no others.
A parallel analysis for the p(2x2) Se/Ni(OOl) system is illustrated in Fig. 2 , and Fig. 4 shows ZF plotted against z 5 . In this case V 0 was optimized at 5 eV. Fig. 2b shows F(r), for which the second peak In fact a Fourier transform analysis of NPD data from oxygen and sulfur overlayers on Ni(OOl) support this conclusion. 9
In comparing Fourier-transform NPD with surface EXAFS, a complementarity is obvious: the determination of both ~ from NPD and the nearestneighbor distance from surface EXAFS would be especially desirable.
NPD has the advantages over surface EXAFS that x(k) is about an order of magnitude larger and that there is no contribution to the interference term from the source atom phase shift, which cancels in the direct and scattered waves. 13
It seems clear that Fourier transformation of NPD I/E curves will yield normal interplanar spacings. In seeking a qualitative explanation, we note that lattice symmetry implies a necessary energy degeneracy between 7.
(for example) electronic states propagating in the (100) and the (Yoo)
directions. Elastic scattering from one to the other is allowed.
contrast the needed degeneracy would in general be absent for oblique elastic scattering. Thus scattering of photoelectrons from a state propagating normally into the substrate into one propagating norma11y outward is favored. Therefore, the magnitude of photoelectron di c on modulations is greater by a factor of 3-5 for normal_ emission as cornpa to non-normal emission. 14 Further tests are needed, including experimen data sets extending to high kinetic energies. ... F·i gure 4
